
A Group Consideration lead by The Truth Guide For A Beginner’s Mind®   
 

@Lawrence & Clark 

Saturday, June 9 at 8pm 

The Truth Guide For A Beginner’s Mind®   

breaks the barriers between the physical and the metaphysical 

. . . . . . . . . . . . UNLOCK THE POWER WITHIN YOUR GRIP . . . . . . . . . . . 

Uncover your inner, outer, and expansive being as you learn to look forward and into one another 

 
The Truth Guide For A Beginner’s Mind® is an outgrowth of Christalena Hughmanick’s art practice which 
considers the most common and unending of pursuits - to feel satisfied, fulfilled, complete. Through a 
'consideration' presented by The Truth Guide For A Beginner’s Mind, measured physical contact with 
sculptures will help participants build a unified and collective intention from a space beyond their 
individual bodies as seen from an aerial perspective. Members of this journey will learn to articulate the 
energetic conditions of the gallery space, understand the intersection of present ethereal value systems 
and will grasp the necessary tools to reach a true state of out of body candor. Objects, bodies and 
instincts presented will escape the constraints of their initially perceived use values, instead becoming 
pure material when a physical action is applied to them. We will get a grip on our lives. In order to make 
tangible the space between what is sought after and what is found, participants will navigate the space 
between necessity and beauty by asking ‘how does one attain enough distance from one’s own body to 
interrupt desire?’ 
 

The consideration soundtrack available at http://www.christalenahughmanick.com/shop/yellownoiseno3  
 
 
 

 
Bio 
Christalena Hughmanick is a Chicago based artist working in textiles, sculpture, and performance. She 
received her Masters In Fine Arts from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago in 2012 and currently 
teaches in the Fiber and Material Studies Department at the school. Recent exhibition sites include 
Fernwey, Document, Triumph Gallery and Western Exhibitions in Chicago, SOIL Gallery in Seattle  and 
Gorge Borge Gallery in Budapest, Hungary. She was most recently an International Artist in Residence at 
the Hungarian Multicultural Center in Budapest in 2017. She has been awarded a Fulbright Scholarship to 
complete a public art project in Hungary during the 2018-19 academic year through the Moholy-Nagy 
University of Art and Design. More info and work can be found at http://www.christalenahughmanick.com.  
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